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Hawthorne - Sunday 1st May 2022

1

8:50 PM - Race 1 - Claiming

NICE AND TRUE recorded a comfortable success on her latest outing and she is taken to follow up in this weak contest. Foot Rub Love and
Checotah can battle it out for second.
Top Tip: NICE AND TRUE (2)
Watch out for: FOOT RUB LOVE (1)

2

9:15 PM - Race 2 - Claiming

The grade-dropping Recklessness may bounce back to form, but preference is for FAMA Y DINERO, who travelled strongly before fading in the
closing stages on his latest outing. He could have more to offer and can hold of the attentions of Ministry Of Art.
Top Tip: FAMA Y DINERO (5)
Watch out for: MINISTRY OF ART (2)

3

9:41 PM - Race 3 - Claiming

SHOWIT chalked up back-to-back successes at the back end of last year and this looks the ideal opportunity to land the hat-trick on her
reappearance. Helen Mae's Song and Flying Business are others to consider.
Top Tip: SHOWIT (5)
Watch out for: HELEN MAE'S SONG (4)

4

10:05 PM - Race 4 - Claiming

STACK SHACK can feature making her return to Hawthorne, providing she can run well fresh. Kimberly Frances and Grand Prize look the biggest
dangers but may need to find extra to get on terms with the selection.
Top Tip: STACK SHACK (4)
Watch out for: KIMBERLY FRANCES (2)

5

10:30 PM - Race 5 - Claiming
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COCKALORUM was fairly progressive over this distance last year and warrants respect once more. Mister Charming looks the biggest danger
back up in trip, while Two Cookie Rule boasts plenty of course experience and could use that to his advantage.
Top Tip: COCKALORUM (5)
Watch out for: MISTER CHARMING (7)

6

10:55 PM - Race 6 - Claiming

MOMENT arrives off the back of a comfortable win over this course and distance and cannot be overlooked. The biggest threat looks to be
Perfectly Majestic providing he can run well fresh, while Fly Nightly is another who can make his presence felt.
Top Tip: MOMENT (5)
Watch out for: PERFECTLY MAJESTIC (4)

7

11:20 PM - Race 7 - Allowance Optional Claiming

ADIOS ASHER sets a tough standard for the opposition to beat and the ease in grade is likely to see him showcase his authority. Others to note
are Love The Nest and Cousvinnysacanuck.
Top Tip: ADIOS ASHER (1)
Watch out for: LOVE THE NEST (3)

8

11:45 PM - Race 8 - Allowance

PADDY'S HOUSE has been a consistent performer throughout his career and he appeals as the type to improve as a four-year-old. Cindy's G Man
and Crankshaft are feared most.
Top Tip: PADDY'S HOUSE (8)
Watch out for: CINDY'S G MAN (9)
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